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Nulix – Soungazing [SLNT035] 

 
Tracklist: 

1. Timespout       [07:00] 
2. Smashed Marbles      [03:27] 
3. Steal the Night       [07:51] 
4. Scarlet Twilight       [06:42] 
5. Tectonic Eyes       [10:57] 

 
General info: 
 
Artist:   Nulix 
Album title:   Soundgazing 
Duration:   35min 57sec 
Encoding:  MP3 
Sample rate:  44100Hz 
Bitrate:  320kbps 
Label:   Silent Flow Netlabel 
Catalog #:  SLNT035 
Photo by:  Kirill Kirillov 
Country:  Croatia 
Label site:  silentflow.org 
Label e-mail:  label@silent.com.md 
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Release info: 

Release shaped deeply personal musical exploration; the end result is recorded on this album. Using the 
new workflow and record sound base is tailored from carefully recorded outside shots elements, combined 
with a sound analogy, the sound that comes out of the primordial darkness, devoid of earthly laws, sound 
ribbed electronic shamanism with massive sound spaces filled with pulsating rhythmic waves. Album 
smooth and warm furnishings are still somewhat more ambiguous, leaving listeners a room to find theirs 
version of the journey through sinister and mysterious world of recorded sounds. 

 

Biography: 

Croatian musician and producer real name Robert Selimovic has been contributing to domestic electronic 
scene since early 90’. Composing music for theatrical performance "R.U.R" 1992. , turn out to break point in 
his musical expression involving more soothing electronic sounds in his music. Since then he recorded 
enormous number of solo and collaborative tracks of widely quality and electronic genres both under his 
own name and various other project monikers, most recognizable music is signed like "NuLix". Currently 
involved in "groovecaffe" netlabel (founder), promoting new talented artists from domestic and world 
electronic scene. 

 

Discography: 

Toggle The Earth, Groovecaffe, 2006 
4RE00LA, Fusion Netlabel, 2010 
Sons Of Daughters, Groovecaffe, 2010 
Lifeflow, AY, 2011 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Contact information 
 

exfloppy@gmail.com 
myspace.com/nulix69 


